PUBLIC LOBBY OPTIONS

Technology Lobby (This is an example): [Virtual Receptionist Kiosks: The Benefits | Olea Kiosks Inc]
- Kiosk Center
- No Receptionist
- Locked Elevators, Stair Wells, and all other paths to State Employees.
- Online appointments and scheduling

Immediate need: Contemplate the management of existing Lobbies.

Future Need: Needed security infrastructure or is a virtual lobby feasible?

Receptionist Lobby:
- Receptionist desk Infrastructure
- Security upgrades

Immediate need: Contemplate safety and function ie. Guests gaining access to secure areas.

Future Need: Security infrastructure or is a virtual lobby feasible?

Customer service Lobby:
- Entry infrastructure
- Security with the ability to initiate lockdown
- Separation from guest and staff

Immediate need: Contemplate safety and function ie. Guests gaining access to secure areas.

Future Need: Security infrastructure or is a virtual lobby feasible?